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Letter to Client 	Mr.	&	Mrs.	Tyler	Bedo	727	Success	Lane	Springfield,	MO	12345		Dear	Tyler	&	Mia,		Thank	you	for	choosing	to	work	with	Churchill	Financial	Partners	to	help	you	achieve	your	family’s	financial	objectives.			For	over	10	years,	Churchill	Financial	Partners	has	helped	families	and	businesses	secure	financial	independence.		As	founder	of	Churchill	Financial	Partners,	I	work	with	our	clients	in	the	role	of	Certified	Financial	Planner,	Retirement	Plan	Consultant,	and/or	Investment	Advisor.				As	we	work	together,	our	team	will	guide	you	through	our	six-step	financial	planning	process:		 1. Discovery	Interview	–	discussing	your	financial	goals	and	defining	the	client-planner	relationship.		 2. Taking	Inventory	–	assessing	your	assets	&	liabilities,	cash	flow,	taxes,	and	estate	considerations.		 3. Analyzing	and	Evaluating	Financial	Status		 4. Developing	&	Presenting	Your	Financial	Plan	–	providing	you	with	recommendations	and	actionable	items.		 5. Implementing	the	Recommendations		 6. Monitoring	the	Financial	Plan	-	conducting	regular	reviews	and	updates.		Your	financial	plan	is	a	living-breathing	document	that	will	evolve	and	change	as	your	lives	move	forward.		The	frequency	in	which	we	meet	will	be	determined	by	the	needs	of	your	financial	plan	and	by	the	demands	of	your	current	situation.		You	may	find	that	there	will	be	phases	in	your	life	where	you	require	our	assistance	more	than	at	others	–	that	is	absolutely	okay	with	us.		Our	goal	is	to	be	a	trusted	and	dependable	resource	for	you	whenever	it	is	that	you	need	our	help.		Thank	you	again	for	choosing	our	team.		I	look	forward	to	working	with	you	closely	on	this	journey.			
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Client Engagement Letter1 	Mr.	&	Mrs.	Tyler	Bedo	727	Success	Lane	Springfield,	MO			Dear	Tyler	&	Mia,		Re:	Financial	Planning	Engagement		This	letter	will	confirm	the	terms	of	the	financial	services	we	will	provide,	per	our	recent	conversation(s).	You	will	find	complete	and	up-to-date	information	on	your	personal	circumstances	and	financial	and	investment	objectives.		We	will	make	this	task	easier	by	providing	information	forms	for	you	to	complete	and	then	clarifying	the	data	in	our	interviews.		Once	all	your	information	is	assembled,	we	will	analyze	your	present	financial	situation.	That	analysis	will	include	a	review	of	your	assets	and	liabilities,	current	and	projected	income,	current	insurance	program,	and	investments.		We	will	provide	written	analysis	and	recommendations	in	the	form	of	a	financial	review.	Your	written	financial	review	will	refer	to	such	things	as	holding	or	selling	securities	and	other	assets;	your	projected	income,	cash	flow,	and	tax	consequences;	and	retirement,	state,	and	insurance	planning.			Our	recommendations	will	be	based	on	the	written	data	you	provide	and	will	include	considerations	of	your	stated	personal,	financial,	and	investment	objectives,	so	please	use	care	in	providing	the	data.	It	is	usually	unnecessary	for	us	to	see	your	actual	stock	certificates,	etc.		All	information	given	to	us	and	all	recommendations	and	advice	that	we	furnish	you	will	be	kept	confidential	and	will	not	be	disclosed	to	anyone,	except	as	we	may	agree	in	writing	or	as	may	be	required	by	law.	You	may	later	request	that	a	copy	of	our	plan	be	delivered	to	another	professional	advisor.			When	you	receive	your	written	financial	review,	it	will	be	your	decision	alone	whether	to	implement	the	recommendations,	either	completely	or	in	part.	So	there	will	be	no	future	misunderstanding	you	will	pay	a	fee	under	this	agreement	for	the	written	financial	review	alone,	and	this	plan	shall	contain	all	of	our	financial	services	recommendations	to	you	through	the	date	of	its	delivery.					 	1	(Lytton,	2013)	
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After	you	have	evaluated	your	financial	review,	there	are	three	aspects	of	follow-through:		 1. Service	Assistance		 	 		 	 This	involves	delivery	of	documents	to,	and	conferences	with,	your		 		 other	advisors	as	well	as	attention	to	the	completion	of	forms	and		 		 agreements	to	accomplish	your	objectives.	There	is	no	additional	fee		 		 for	this	service.		 2. Product	Sales			 	 This	involves	your	voluntary	acquisition	of	investment,	real	estate,	or				 insurance	products	to	accomplish	your	objectives.	This	agreement		 		 and	fee	do	not	provide	for	any	product-related	activity.		 3. Plan	Implementation	Assistance			 	 Implementation	of	any	aspect	of	your	plan	via	product	acquisition	is		 		 entirely	at	your	discretion.	We	recognize	that	in	many	areas	you	will		 		 already	have	satisfactory	business	relationships,	and	we	will	assist		 		 you	with	them.	However,	if	you	request	our	assistance	in	making	any		 		 financial	acquisitions	directly	and	decide	to	make	purchases	through		 		 us,	or	our	associates,	we	will	receive	commission	where	commissions				 are	due.		We	emphasize	that	you	are	not	obligated	to	make	any	purchases	through	our	associates.	You	are	free	to	select	any	brokerage	firm,	insurance	or	real	estate	agents,	or	other	vendors	that	you	desire	for	your	implementation	of	product	recommendations.			We	are	not	authorized	or	qualified	to	give	you	legal	advice	or	to	prepare	legal	documents	for	you.	You	should	consult	your	own	attorney	for	these	services.			We	are	not	authorized	or	qualified	to	act	as	trustee,	and	acting	upon	the	advice	of	your	attorney,	you	should	select	appropriate	individuals	or	trust	companies	to	provide	this	service.		We	regard	the	responsibility	of	preparing	your	written	financial	review	as	a	very	important	personal	relationship	with	you.	So	that	you	feel	informed	about	dealing	with	us,	we	want	you	to	have	our	brochure	and	discloser	statement	that	describes	our	firm,	its	history,	and	our	key	personnel.	Execution	of	this	engagement	letter	acknowledges	your	receipt	of	this	material.		Although	we	do	not	expect	for	anyone	else	to	fulfill	any	of	responsibilities	under	this	agreement,	it	may	become	necessary	to	do	so.	If	such	a	situation	should	arise,	we	will	obtain	your	prior	written	consent.	Assignment	will	cancel	this	engagement.			
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If	at	any	time	you	are	dissatisfied	with	this	agreement,	you	may	cancel	it.	If	you	do	so	within	five	days	of	acceptance,	you	will	receive	a	full	refund.	Thereafter,	any	fees	that	you	have	paid	in	advance	will	be	charged	for	the	time	and	effort	we	have	developed	up	until	then,	and	the	balance	will	be	refunded.		Furthermore,	you	agree	(as	do	we)	that	all	controversies	between	us	concerning	any	transaction	or	the	construction,	performance,	or	breach	of	this	or	any	agreement	between	us,	whether	entered	into	prior	to,	on,	or	subsequent	to	this	date,	shall	be	determined	by	arbitration	as	permitted	by	law.	Such	arbitration	shall	be	conducted	in	accordance	with	Commercial	Arbitration	Rules	of	the	American	Arbitration	Association	then	applicable.	The	award	of	the	arbitrators	or	their	majority	shall	be	final	and	binding	and	not	subject	to	review	or	appeal.			Because	of	changes	in	the	tax	laws	or	in	your	personal	financial	situation,	you	may	wish	to	receive	an	annual	update	of	written	financial	review	or	a	more	frequent	periodic	review.	These	are	available	as	a	separate	service	of	our	firm.	We	feel	that	continued	monitoring	is	essential	to	accomplish	all	of	your	objectives.		Our	practice	for	this	continued	service	is	to	charge	60%	of	the	initial	planning	fee,	commencing	the	first	quarter	of	the	next	calendar	year.	Should	you	request	our	continued	service	and	update	financial	plan,	we	will	bill	you	15%	of	this	year’s	fee	on	a	quarterly	basis	commencing	next	January.	In	future	years,	this	amount	may	be	adjusted	to	meet	changing	circumstances.		One	half	of	the	fee	is	payable	after	the	information-gathering	interview	and	the	remainder	upon	receipt	of	your	financial	review.	The	total	fee	for	your	financial	review	is	$5,000.		If	you	understand	the	preceding	term	and	agree	to	them,	please	sign	both	copies	of	this	letter	and	return	one	cop	to	us.	You	may	include,	or	forward	later,	your	deposit	of	one	half	of	the	initial	fee.		We	look	forward	to	working	with	you	for	the	achievement	of	your	financial	goals.			Understood	and	Agreed	to	by:			 _____________________________________________________		 	 		 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 _____________________________________________________				 	 This			_________________________________________________	,	____________________		
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Mission Statement2 	We	strive	to	bring	our	clients	financial	peace	of	mind.	Our	goal	is	to	identify	optimal	recommendations	to	help	guide	clients	in	reaching	their	financial	goals	and	objectives.	We	do	this	by	building	trusting,	long-lasting	client	relationships	that	always	focus	on	the	best	interests	of	our	client	–	not	our	own.	It	is	our	highest	aspiration	to	provide	the	best	guidance	and	advice	to	help	our	client	consistently	make	sound	financial	decisions	in	pursuit	of	their	hopes	and	dreams.		
 
Values Statement3 	 1. Integrity	–	trust	is	central	to	a	successful	financial	plan		 2. Objective	Advice	–	your	needs	will	be	at	the	heart	of	our	recommendations		 3. Competence	–	we	have	completed	rigorous	education	and	experience	requirements		 4. Fair	Treatment	–	we	will	clearly	state	what	services	are	provided	and	at	what	cost		 5. Privacy	–	we	keep	your	information	in	confidence,	only	sharing	it	to	conduct	business	on	your	behalf,	at	your	consent	or	when	required	by	law		 6. Professionalism	–	we	are	properly	qualified	and	licensed	as	required	by	state	and	federal	law		 7. Diligence	–	we	will	reasonably	investigate	all	products	and	services	that	we	recommend	and	closely	supervise	any	of	our	staff	who	are	working	on	your	behalf		 	
	2	(Lytton,	2013)	3	(CFP	Board,	2017)	
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Privacy Statement5 	To	get	the	best	results	from	your	financial	planning	relationship,	you	need	to	divulge	relevant	personal	and	financial	information	to	your	financial	planner	on	a	regular	basis.		We	will	keep	this	information	in	confidence,	only	sharing	it	to	conduct	business	on	your	behalf,	at	your	consent,	or	when	ordered	to	do	so	by	a	court	of	law.			 	
	4	(CFP	Board,	2017)	5	(CFP	Board,	2017)	
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This	reflects	your	actual	spending	patterns.		Nearly	all	long-term	financial	goals	are	met	through	planned	spending	and	saving.	An	analysis	of	your	spending	is	essential	in	order	to	generate	recommendations.	




Salary $ Annual   
Tyler $68,466.58   
Mia $32,496.00   
Bonus/Commissions     
Tyler $34,233.30   
Unearned Income     
Interest $300.00   
Dividends $3,543.21   
Total Income $139,039.09   
Fixed Expenses  Discretionary Expenses 
Tax Withholding $ Annual Home $ Annual 
Federal Income Tax - Tyler $18,668.00 Cable/Sat./Stream $600.00 
State Income Tax - Tyler $4,862.00 Internet $0.006 
FICA - Tyler $7,800.00 Other / Yard $400.00 
Federal Income Tax - Mia $3,510.00    
State Income Tax - Mia $1,404.00 Personal  
FICA - Mia $2,486.04 Auto Maintenance/Oil $1,500.00 
Salary Reduction  Groceries $5,100.00 
Health Insurance $3,600.00 Clothing $2,800.00 
401(k) Tyler $4,107.99 Personal Care $1,200.00 
401(k) Mia $3,249.60 Entertainment $2,700.00 
Debt Repayment  Recreation $2,700.00 
Mortgage $13,056.00 Dining Out $3,300.00 
Auto Payments $5,412.00 Travel $3,000.00 
Credit Cards $5,100.00 Holiday Giving $1,800.00 
Insurance  Donations $5,800.00 
Life Insurance $2,064.00 Subscriptions $960.00 
Disability Insurance $300.00 Golf/Health Club Fees $1,800.00 
Home Owners Insurance $700.00 Housekeeper $960.00 
Auto Insurance $2,000.00  Bank Fees  $120.00 
Umbrella Insurance $175.00 Pet Care $420.00 
Other Insurance $300.00 Tax Prep Fees $400.00 
Home  Savings/Investments   
Utilities $4,200.00 Long-Term Goals $4,800.00 
Phone $1,500.00 Emergency/Reserve Fund $1,800.00 
Improvements/Maintenance $1,800.00 General Savings $9,000.00 
Property Tax $1,675.00 Reinvested interest $300.00 
Vehicle Registration $450.00 Reinvested dividends $3,543.21 
Medical      
Co-Pays/Deductible $240.00     
Prescriptions $240.00     
Dental & Eye Care $600.00     
Total Fixed Expenses $89,499.63 Total Discretionary Expense $55,003.21 
       
Total Income $139,039.09 Monthly Required Expenses $4,212.677 
Total Expenses $144,502.84 Net Cash Flow $5,463.75 	6	Internet	–	was	not	included	in	expense	data.	Should	be	updated	but	expense	probably	not	large	enough	to	impact	recommendations.	7	Monthly	Required	Expenses	=	fixed	expenses	minus	income	and	payroll	taxes,	plus	auto	gas,	auto	maintenance,	groceries,	bank	fees	and	pet	care.	
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This	shows	a	one-time	picture	of	your	assets	and	liabilities.		Over	time,	the	statement	of	financial	position	can	be	used	to	estimate	your	financial	progress.	
Statement of Financial Position 
Assets (as of 12/31/2016) 
 
 
Current Assets     
Checking Account  $8,500    
Savings Account  $10,000    
Money Market   $10,000    
Total Current Assets  $28,500    
      
Insurance Assets     
Life Insurance Cash Value - Tyler  $8,750    
Life Insurance Cash Value - Mia  $8,350    
Total Insurance Assets  $17,100  Liabilities (as of 12/31/2016) 
Retirement Assets   Current Liabilities   
401(k) - Tyler  $203,000  Credit Card Debt  $5,500  
401(k) - Mia  $15,250  Total Current Liabilities  $5,500  
IRA - Tyler  $52,000     
IRA - Mia  $84,500  Long-Term Liabilities   
Fixed Annuity - Mia  $125,000  Auto Loan(s)  $10,396  
Total Retirement Assets  $479,750  Mortgage  $130,332  
Non-Retirement Assets   Student Loans  $0   
Misc. EE Bonds  $25,000  Total Long-Term Liabilities  $140,729  
Haley G&I Fund  $69,000     
Konza Fund  $43,000     
Ruth Fund  $13,000     
Sagebrush Fund  $8,000     
Total Non-Retirement Assets  $158,000     
Use Assets      
Residence  $250,000     
Autos  $35,500     
Boat  $5,800     
Furnishings  $45,000     
Golf Equipment & Collectables  $12,500     
Jewelry  $10,000     
Yard Equipment  $8,000     
Total Use Assets  $366,800     
       
Total Assets  $1,050,150  Total Liabilities  $146,229  
Net Worth    $903,921.20    	
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Ratio Analysis 	
Current	ratio	is	a	measure	of	liquidity.	It	indicates	whether	you	have	sufficient	short-term	assets	available	to	pay	all	outstanding	short-term	debts.	
    Score Goal  
Current Ratio 
Monetary Assets   $28,500.00 









Monetary Assets   $28,500.00 
6.77 6 ✓ Required Monthly Living Expenses   $4,212.67 	




Monetary Assets   $28,500.00 
2.91 6 ✗ Total Monthly Living Expenses   $9,808.45 		
	
Savings	ratio	illustrates	whether	you	are	saving	at	a	level	equal	to	or	greater	than	the	minimum	recommended	rate	of	ten	percent.		It	includes	your	personal	savings,	retirement	savings	and	employer	retirement	contributions.	
    Score Goal  
Savings Ratio  
Personal Savings and Employer 
Contributions   $30,106.97 22% > 10% ✓ 
Annual Gross Income   $139,316.38 	
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Debt	ratio	helps	to	identify	whether	or	not	you	have	too	much	debt.		It	shows	the	percentage	of	your	total	assets	accumulated	due	to	borrowing.		While	a	40%	debt	ratio	is	typical,	the	ideal	measure	is	zero.	
    Score Goal  
Debt Ratio 
Total Liabilities   $146,228.80 
14% < 40% ✓ Total Assets   $1,050,150.00 		
	
Long-term	debt	coverage	ratio	computes	how	many	times	over	are	you	able	to	pay	your	monthly	debt	obligations	given	your	annual	gross	income.		Monthly	debt	obligations	include	your	mortgage,	car	payments	and	credit	cards	(if	balance	is	greater	than	the	annualized	payment).		
    Score Goal  
Long-term Debt 
Coverage Ratio 
Annual Gross Income   $139,316.38 
5.91 > 2.5 ✓ Total Annual Long-term Debt 




    Score Goal  
Debt-to-Income 
Ratio 
Annual Consumer Credit Payment   $10,512.00 
12% < 15% ✓ Annual Take Home Pay   $89,629.35 			
Mortgage	qualification	ratios	are	guidelines	that	measure	your	ability	to	repay	mortgage	debt.		These	two	measures	are	commonly	used	for	loan	approval	decisions	throughout	the	mortgage	industry.	





Annual mortgage (PITI) payment   $15,431.00 
11% < 28% ✓ Annual Gross Income   $139,316.38 
       





Annual mortgage (PITI) and credit 
payment   $25,943.00 19% < 36% ✓ 
Annual Gross Income   $139,316.38 	
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Recommendations Based on Statements 	Overall,	you	have	done	a	tremendous	job	saving	and	building	the	foundation	of	financial	success,	as	detailed	on	your	Statement	of	Financial	Position.	The	Cash	Flow	and	Ratio	
Analysis	shows	that	you	passed	8	of	9	selected	screening	measurements	that	we	applied	to	your	situation.		Based	on	that	review,	there	are	two	areas	that	need	to	be	addressed.		
• Negative	annual	cash	flow	
• Not	enough	short-term	savings	to	meet	self	identified	goal	for	your	emergency	fund		We	have	provided	some	options	for	you	to	choose	from	regarding	actions	to	take	in	order	to	address	these	two	needs:		Negative	annual	cash	flow		 A. Pay	off	the	credit	card.	The	data	shows	that	you	are	saving	at	a	high	rate	while	concurrently	increasing	high	interest	consumer	debt.		To	reverse	this	trend,	redirect	all	funds	directed	to	savings	towards	paying	off	the	credit	card.		This	will	payoff	the	credit	card	in	5	months.	Once	done,	resume	current	savings	plan.		B. Redirect	savings.		Your	savings	rate	is	well	above	industry	standard.		Redirect	funds	that	are	currently	being	saved,	and	already	accumulated,	to	tax	favored	accounts/investments	in	order	to	reduce	your	tax	burden.	
	 C. Reduce	monthly	expenses.	Cut	unnecessary	or	luxury	expenses	from	your	budget	(i.e.	subscriptions,	maid	service,	etc.).	Keep	in	mind	that	Internet	and	gasoline	expenses	were	not	included	in	your	data,	therefore	true	negative	cash	flow	numbers	are	likely	greater	than	illustrated.			Fully	funded	emergency	fund		 A. Accept	the	status	quo.		Your	current	emergency	savings	are	adequate	based	on	industry	standards.		However,	based	on	those	standards	it	will	require	a	sacrifice	to	your	current	standard	of	living	should	a	crisis	occur.			 B. Save	an	additional	$30,350	in	easily	accessible	funds.	Maintaining	your	current	spending	patterns	for	6	months	requires	approximately	$58,850	in	easily	accessible	accounts.	 	C. Save	an	additional	$1000	in	your	money	market	fund.	This	will	allow	you	to	maintain	your	current	spending	patterns	for	3	months.		Should	those	funds	be	exhausted,	you	may	decide	to	liquidate	investment	funds,	which	are	sufficient	to	continue	to	fund	your	needs	for	more	than	one	full	year.		 	
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• The	child	tax	credit	has	been	dramatically	phased	out	for	you	due	to	your	incomes.		By	finding	areas	to	intentionally	decrease	your	taxable	income	you	may	be	able	to	capture	more	of	that	credit	in	future	years.		In	any	discussion	regarding	income	taxes	we	must	address	the	current	political	climate	in	Washington	D.C.	Both	the	Executive	and	the	Legislative	branches	of	government	have	expressed	a	desire	to	update	the	existing	tax	code.		It	is	important	that	you	stay	informed	of	any	changes	as	t++hey	may	affect	your	personal	tax	situation.		We	will	routinely	revisit	this	tax	analysis	with	you,	especially	as	changes	to	the	tax	code	are	enacted,	and	provide	any	appropriate	recommendations.			Please	refer	to	the	appendix	for	details	regarding	the	calculations	and	assumption	used	in	estimating	your	tax	situation.		 				 	
	8	Federal	income	tax	calculations	have	been	done	on	an	estimated	basis	and	should	not	be	used	to	file	your	annual	return	with	the	IRS.		The	firm	was	not	provided	with	official	tax	reporting	documents	such	as	W-2s,	1099s,	mortgage	interest	statements,	charitable	receipts	etc.		Where	such	detailed	information	was	needed,	the	firm	made	good	faith	estimates	based	on	the	data	provided	by	the	Bedo	family.	
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State Income Tax Calculations and Analysis9 		
Missouri State Tax Computation 
Federal AGI  $127,899.64  
less: Federal Bond Interest  $452.67  
less: Exemptions (2x $900)  $1,800.00  
less: Deductions (1 x $1,000)  $1,000.00  
MO State Taxable Income  $124,646.97  
MO State Tax Rate 5% 
State Tax Due  $6,232.35  
State Tax Withholding  $6,266.00  
State Tax Refund  $33.65  		Your	state	income	taxes	due	and	your	state	taxes	withheld	are	very	close	to	being	the	same.		This	is	the	optimal	situation	for	your	current	cash	flow.			Any	efforts	to	intentionally	lower	your	federal	taxable	income	should	also	result	in	a	reduction	of	your	state	tax	liability.		Other	opportunities	for	state	deductions/credits,	such	as	contributions	to	the	Missouri	529	college	savings	plan,	should	be	explored.	
FICA/Medicare Analysis 	
FICA Tax - Tyler Only     FICA Tax - Mia Only     
Wage Base   $102,722.08    Wage Base   $32,592.00    
Social Security Tax 6.20%  $6,368.77  Social Security Tax 6.20%  $2,020.70  
Medicare Tax 1.45%  $1,489.47  Medicare Tax 1.45%  $472.58  
Combined FICA Tax   $7,858.24  Combined FICA Tax   $2,493.29  
FICA Withholding   $7,800.00  FICA Withholding   $2,486.04  
FICA Shortage   -$58.24  FICA Shortage   -$7.25  	A	review	of	your	FICA/Medicare	taxes	indicates	that	your	employer	may	have	made	an	error	on	your	FICA	withholdings.		For	Tyler	it	appears	that	there	was	a	miscalculation	of	the	base	benefit,	as	well	as	an	exclusion	of	“imputed	income10”	from	your	group	life	insurance	benefit.		For	Mia,	it	appears	that	your	employer	may	have	also	miscalculated	the	payroll	taxes	due	on	the	value	of	your	company	provided	life	insurance.		The	overall	impact	is	a	reduction	in	your	refund	of	approximately	$65.49.		Consult	your	Enrolled	Agent	when	you	file	your	tax	return;	he/she	will	may	file	Form	843	to	correct	this	error.		Also,	consult	your	payroll	department	to	avoid	future	discrepancies.				9	State	income	tax	calculations	have	been	done	on	an	estimated	basis	and	should	not	be	used	to	file	your	annual	return	with	your	state.		The	firm	was	not	provided	with	official	tax	reporting	documents	such	as	W-2s,	1099s,	mortgage	interest	statements,	charitable	receipts	etc.		Where	such	detailed	information	was	needed,	the	firm	made	good	faith	estimates	based	on	the	data	provided	by	the	Bedo	family.	10	Imputed	income	for	Tyler	=	$22.80;	Imputed	income	for	Mia	=	$96.00.				
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Life Insurance Analysis 	Protecting	your	assets,	and	the	lifestyle	for	which	you’ve	worked	so	hard,	is	a	major	component	of	your	overall	financial	plan.		Our	analysis	shows	that	if	either	of	you	were	to	die	prematurely	the	surviving	spouse	would	be	forced	to	make	changes	to	their	lifestyle	in	order	to	financially	cope.				We	utilize	several	recognized	methodologies	to	estimate	a	family’s	life	insurance	need.		Each	of	these	models	provides	a	differing	opinion	of	the	level	of	protection	needed.		We	then	take	the	average	of	the	methods	to	arrive	at	a	consensus	need.			
The	result	of	this	process	shows:		 1. Tyler	should	be	insured	for	a	minimum	of	$1,441,490	from	all	sources		 2. Mia	should	be	insured	for	a	minimum	of	$289,987	from	all	sources		The	following	paragraphs	will	provide	you	with	more	detail	as	to	how	the	various	valuation	methods	were	utilized	to	reach	this	conclusion.		
Needs	Approach11	
 This	comprehensive	approach	focuses	on	meeting	the	needs	of	the	family	as	opposed	to	solely	replacing	income.		Included	in	this	approach	are	your	assumptions	regarding	final	expenses,	estate	settlement	charges,	income	needed	for	a	readjustment	period,	income	to	see	Becky	through	to	adulthood,	income	for	the	surviving	spouse’s	lifetime	including	retirement,	and	special	needs	that	include	paying	off	the	mortgage	and	funding	college	expenses.		This	approach	also	factors	in	Social	Security	benefits	and	existing	savings.			 Insurable	need	per	this	method:	 Tyler		 =	$2,157,501		 	 	 	 	 	 Mia		 =	$	0	
	
Human	Life	Value	Approach12		This	approach	can	be	defined	as	the	present	value	of	the	family’s	share	of	the	deceased’s	future	earnings.	This	method	aims	to	value	the	economic	impact	of	a	family	member	but	it	has	limitations,	as	it	does	not	account	for	benefits	received	from	Social	Security,	retirement	savings,	or	changes	in	earnings	over	time.				 		 Insurable	need	per	this	method:	 Tyler		 =	$1,097,850		 	 	 	 	 	 Mia		 =	$385,999	
	11	(Rejda,	2014)	12	(Rejda,	2014)	
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Capital	Retention	Model13 	This	approach	preserves	the	capital	needed	to	provide	income	for	the	family.	This	differs	from	the	needs	approach	because	the	proceeds	of	the	life	insurance	aren’t	spent	down	and	become	available	to	heirs.	This	model	utilizes	your	balance	sheet	to	determine	the	amount	of	income-producing	capital	available	and	the	amount	of	additional	capital	needed.		The	disadvantage	of	this	approach	is	that	the	relatively	high	insurance	needs	that	it	produces	may	be	very	expensive	to	cover.	
 	 Insurable	need	per	this	method:	 Tyler		 =	$1,901,850		 	 	 	 	 	 Mia		 =	$601,778		
Income Retention Model14 	This	model	assumes	that	the	surviving	spouse	will	live	on	a	stream	of	income	from	the	life	insurance	to	meet	their	needs.	This	method	accounts	for	income	earned	by	the	survivor	until	their	future	retirement	date,	and	includes	reductions	for	preretirement	benefits	from	Social	Security	and	reduced	taxes	associated	with	the	deceased’s	income.				As	such,	this	model	produces	an	insurable	need	that	is	only	sufficient	to	cover	the	net	loss	of	income	and	is	often	the	lowest	estimate	of	insurance	required.			 Insurable	need	per	this	method:	 Tyler		 =	$817,650		 	 	 	 	 	 Mia		 =	$72,205		
Income Multiplier Approach 	The	income	multiplier	approach	is	the	easiest	method	and	is	often	times	referred	to	as	“a	general	rule	of	thumb.”		Depending	on	the	source,	the	rule	of	thumb	may	be	anywhere	from	5	times	your	income	to	25	times	your	income.	The	appropriate	multiplier	from	you	is	on	the	lower	end	of	the	scale	because	you	have	a	small	family	and	already	have	substantial	assets.		However,	when	factoring	your	desire	to	retire	at	60	and	for	the	life	insurance	to	provide	all	educational	expenses	for	Becky,	we’ve	used	a	factor	of	12x	your	income	for	this	approach.			 Insurable	need	per	this	method:	 Tyler		 =	$1,232,399		 	 	 	 	 	 Mia		 =	$389,952		 	
	13	(Rejda,	2014)	14	(Grable,	2016)	
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  Valuation Model   Tyler Mia 
Needs Based Analysis (net total)  $2,157,701   $-    
Human Life Value Approach  $1,097,850   $385,999  
Capital Retention Model  $1,901,850   $601,778  
Income Retention Model  $817,650   $72,205  
Income Multiplier Approach (12x)  $1,232,399   $389,952  






Life Insurance in Force 
Owner Insured Face Amt. Type Cash Value Beneficiary Premium ROR (after tax) 
Tyler Tyler  $100,000  Whole  $8,750  Mia  $92  5.50% 
Tyler Tyler  $68,467  Group     Mia N/A * 0.00% 
Mia Mia  $100,000  Whole  $8,350  Tyler  $80  5.50% 
Mia Mia  $129,984  Group   Tyler N/A * 0.00% 		*	Group	insurance	provided	and	paid	for	by	employer.				 	
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Life Insurance Recommendations 		
 
      Tyler Mia 
Consensus of Methods  $1,441,490   $289,987  
less: Employer Paid Benefit   $68,467   $129,984  
less: Personal policies  $100,000   $100,000  




    Tyler Mia Total 
20 Year Term  $1.5M 250K  
  Pacific Life $96.67 $18.13 $114.80 
  AIG $97.66   
  Protective $99.81 $18.03 $117.84 
  Lincoln  $18.12  	Note:	Becky	should	be	added	as	a	rider	to	your	employer	coverage	if	available.	
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Income Needed     $10,140  Monthly Gap 
Co. Short Term  $8,558   $2,708   $11,266   $1,127  
Co. Long Term  $8,558   $1,896   $10,454   $314 
Tyler 
Disabled 
Income Needed      $10,140 Monthly Gap 
Co. Short Term  $8,558   $2,708   $11,266  $1,127 
Co. Long Term  $5,135   $2,708   $7,843   $(2,297) 
Both 
Disabled 
Income Needed      $10,140 Monthly Gap 
Co. Short Term  $8,558   $2,708   $11,266  $1,127 
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Period Mo. Premium 
Option 1:  $3,109  To age 65 4A 90 Days  $68.26  
Option 2:  $3,109  To age 65 4A 180 Days  $56.89  
Option 3:  $2,297  To age 65 4A 90 Days  $46.22  
Option 4:  $2,297  To age 65 4A 180 Days  $38.27  
	15	(Grable,	2016)	16	(Zander	Insurance)	
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Homeowner and Automobile Insurance Analysis 
 Your	current	homeowners’	insurance	is	referred	to	as	a	“Homeowners	3”	or	“HO-3”	policy.		This	means	that	all	physical	losses	to	the	dwelling	and	other	structures	are	covered,	except	for	those	losses	specifically	excluded.		These	covered	losses	are	paid	on	the	basis	of	full	replacement	cost	with	no	reduction	for	depreciation.		However,	your	personal	contents	are	only	covered	for	losses	that	are	caused	by	specific	named	events	(or	perils).17		
Residence and Property Policy Limits 
Home Value $250,000 Dwelling  $225,000  
Contents $45,000 Other Structures  $22,500  
Yard Equipment $8,000 Personal Property  $112,500  
Jewelry and Collectibles $10,000 Loss of Use  $67,500  
Memorabilia $5,000 Cash  $200  
Sports Equipment $2,500 Jewelry  $1,500  
Artwork $5,000 Silverware  $2,500  
  Liability  $100,000  
  Medical Payments  $1,000  





























Auto Insurance Summary 
A. Bodily Injury D1. Underinsured Motorists Bodily Injury 
$100,000 Each person $100,000 Each person 
$300,000 Each accident Unknown Each accident 
B. Property Damage D2. Underinsured Motorists Property Damage 
$50,000 Each accident Unknown Each accident 
C. Medical Payments E. Collision 
$5,000 Each person Actual cash value less $500 deductible 
D. Uninsured Motorists Bodily Injury F. Comprehensive (other than collision) 
$100,000 Each person Actual cash value less $500 deductible 
Unknown Each accident Extended Transportation Expense 
  Amount Unknown 
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Education Funding Analysis 	You	have	expressed	that	preparing	for	Becky’s	education	is	one	of	your	major	priorities.		While	it	is	difficult	to	predict	where	your	child	may	decide	to	pursue	college	or	other	higher	learning	opportunities,	we	have	developed	an	analysis	based	on	the	assumptions	we’ve	discussed	together.		Those	assumptions	include:		
Educational Analysis Assumptions 
Becky's Current Age 5 
Becky's Age First Year of College 18 
Current Annual Cost of Attendance (in-state) $20,000 
Projected Annual Cost of Attendance Increase 5% 
Projected Growth of College Fund      
(moderate to aggressive investment portfolio) 10% 
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Education Funding Recommendations 	
Our	recommendation	is	to	establish	a	Section	529	savings	plan	utilizing	the	Missouri	
“MOST	529	Plan”.		There	are	several	benefits	to	a	529	Plan24:		 1. A	significant	dollar	amount	can	be	contributed	on	an	annual	basis.	2. Investments	in	the	account	grow	tax	free,	and	withdrawals	used	for	qualifying	college	expenses	are	generally	free	from	federal	and	state	tax.	3. Missouri	offers	state	income	tax	deduction	of	up	to	$16,000	(married	filing	jointly)	for	contributions.	4. You	maintain	control	over	the	account	including	investment	directions	and	when	withdrawals	are	made.			It	is	important	for	you	to	understand	there	are	potential	drawbacks	to	the	529	plan	too.	The	largest	drawback	is	that	any	earnings	that	are	withdrawn	for	“non-qualified	expenses”	can	be	subject	to	federal	and	state	income	taxes	plus	a	10%	federal	penalty25.			Therefore,	if	Becky	decides	not	to	pursue	college,	the	tax	benefits	of	the	529	plan	could	be	lost	and	the	extra	10%	penalty	incurred.	However,	should	this	occur,	you	have	the	option	to	change	the	beneficiary	to	another	family	member	–	including	future	children	or	grandchildren.		If	Becky	were	to	receive	scholarships	and	much	of	the	money	went	unspent,	then	it	is	possible	to	withdraw	funds	up	to	the	value	of	the	scholarship26.		Again,	any	remaining	funds	could	be	applied	to	graduate	school	or	to	benefit	other	family	members.		Like	any	investment	plan,	the	529	plan’s	success	will	be	dependent	on	the	future	performance	of	the	chosen	investment	options.		During	our	conversations	you	stated	that	you	were	comfortable	with	a	moderate	to	aggressive	mutual	fund	portfolio	for	the	period	before	and	during	Becky’s	college	years.				
Based	on	those	guidelines	we	recommended	the	following	Moderate	to	Aggressive	
investment	portfolio	for	the	529	Plan:		











19% Acquisitions Fund Mid-cap 7.50% 0.06 5.20% 1.43% 0.0115 0.9880% 
25% Growth Fund Large Cap 10.20% 0.75 15.00% 2.55% 0.1875 3.7500% 
20% Konza Fund Mid-cap 9.20% 0.69 13.00% 1.84% 0.1375 2.6000% 
15% Rocket Fund Small cap 14.00% 0.83 22.00% 2.10% 0.1238 3.3000% 
21% International Fund International 10.00% 0.22 11.20% 2.10% 0.0470 2.3520% 
100%           10.02% 0.5072 12.99% 	Expected	rate	of	return	and	portfolio	risk	objectives	for	a	Moderate	to	Aggressive	portfolio:	Weighted	before	tax	ROR	=	10%,	Weighted	Beta	.80	>1.00,	Weighted	Standard	Deviation	<	13%.		24	(Grable,	2016)	25	(Grable,	2016)	26	(Grable,	2016)	
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We	recommend	you	choose	one	of	the	following	three	methods	to	fund	the	529	plan	
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Non-Retirement Investments Analysis 	As	stated	previously,	you	have	done	a	remarkable	job	in	saving.		Our	analysis	reflects	your	savings	strength	but	also	presents	opportunities	for	you	to	provide	more	structure	and	focus	to	your	overall	strategy.	Based	on	the	information	you	provided	to	us,	and	excluding	the	money	in	your	two	checking	accounts,	we	show	your	non-retirement	assets	as:			
Existing Portfolio Analysis 





EE Bonds  $25,000  14% 0.49% 0.00% 0.00 
Haley G&I Fund  $69,000  39% 3.10% 3.88% 0.19 
Konza Fund  $43,000  24% 2.22% 3.14% 0.17 
Ruth Fund  $13,000  7% 0.35% 0.36% 0.05 
Sagebrush Fund  $8,000  4% 0.50% 0.94% 0.04 
Savings Account  $10,000  6% 0.17% 0.00% 0.00 
Money Market Account  $10,000  6% 0.17% 0.00% 0.00 












Golf Lessons 	No	resources	have	been	dedicated	towards	golf	lessons	for	Mia	and	cost	estimates	can	very	dramatically.		This	goal	may	be	best	served	by	funding	it	through	future	cash	flow	or	with	any	unused	portion	of	funds	allocated	to	the	prior	three	goals.			 	
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Emergency Fund Portfolio 
Fund Balance Weight Before Tax Wghtd ROR Wghtd SD Wghtd Beta 
Missouri Muni Money Market  $20,000  34% 1.11% 0.00% 0 
Ruth Fund (Government Bond)  $13,000  22% 1.06% 1.08% 0.15 
Haley G&I (Large Cap)  $25,850  44% 3.51% 4.39% 0.22 




Education Fund Recommendation 





Acquisitions Fund  $7,753  19% 1.43% 0.99% 0.01 
Growth Fund  $10,202  25% 2.55% 3.75% 0.19 
Konza Fund  $8,161  20% 1.84% 2.60% 0.14 
Rocket Fund  $6,121  15% 2.10% 3.30% 0.12 
International Fund  $8,569  21% 2.10% 2.35% 0.05 
   $40,806    10.02% 12.99% 0.51 
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Art Fund Recommendation 
Fund Balance Weight Wghtd ROR Wghtd SD 
Wghtd 
Beta 
Sagebrush Fund  $8,000  13% 1.48% 2.77% 0.11 
Konza Fund  $34,839  57% 5.28% 7.46% 0.39 
Haley G&I Fund  $17,900  29% 2.36% 2.95% 0.15 
   $60,739  100% 9.11% 13.17% 0.65 	The	starting	balance	of	$60,739	is	based	on	a	future	need	of	$180,611,	with	a	20-year	time	horizon	and	an	after-tax	rate	of	required	return	of	5.6%.		The	proposed	portfolio	has	a	pre-tax	weighted	return	of	9.11%	that,	when	adjusted	for	an	after-tax	rate	of	return	(6.37%),	is	in	excess	of	the	growth	required	to	achieve	your	goal.				Special	consideration	was	given	to	utilize	existing	assets,	as	opposed	to	selling	existing	securities	to	purchase	new	securities,	as	to	not	generate	additional	tax	liabilities	in	the	current	year.		Because	of	these	tax	considerations	the	recommended	portfolio	is	slightly	outside	of	the	firm’s	guidance	for	a	Moderately	Aggressive	portfolio	and	may	experience	greater	fluctuation.		It	will	be	important	to	further	diversify	this	portfolio	in	future	years.		The	Sagebrush	Fund,	Konza	Fund,	and	Haley	G&I	fund	may	create	taxable	income	for	you	on	an	annual	basis,	as	they	do	currently.						
Note:	We	realize	that	providing	a	legacy	for	Becky	is	also	an	important	goal	for	you.		This	will	be	addressed	in	more	detail	in	the	follow	sections	on	Retirement	Planning	and	Estate	Planning.		 	
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Summary of Asset Realignment 		
  Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 















EE Bonds  $25,000  -$25,000*               
Haley G&I Fund  $69,000  -$7,645*   $61,355  -$17,900   $43,455  -$25,850   $17,605*  
Konza Fund  $43,000  -$8,161   $34,839  -$34,839          
Ruth Fund  $13,000     $13,000     $13,000  -$13,000     
Sagebrush Fund  $8,000     $8,000  -$8,000            
Savings Account  $10,000     $10,000     $10,000  -$10,000     
Money Market   $10,000     $10,000     $10,000  -$10,000      







Non-Retirement Investments Ledger  
 $178,000  Non Retirement Investments, and Savings Accounts   
-$40,806  Transferred to Education Fund    
-$58,850  Transferred to Emergency Fund    
-$60,739  Transferred to Art Fund       
 $17,605  Remainder in Haley G&I Fund    
-$2,641  Tax Liability from sale of remaining HGI Fund with 50% basis 
-$1,964  Tax Liability from sale of HGI Fund and EE Bonds for Education Fund 
 $13,000  Remaining Cash after all taxes       
-$5,500  Pay off credit cards     
-$5,000  Financial Planning fees       
 $2,500  Remainder available for golf lessons     
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Investment Policy Statement29 	This	Investment	Policy	Statement	governs	the	personal	investment	portfolios	of	Tyler	and	Mia	Bedo.		Investment	portfolios	governed	by	this	Investment	Policy	Statement	include	all	portfolios	established	in	Tyler	Bedo’s	name	and	Mia	Bedo’s	name,	portfolios	established	in	either	of	their	names	with	joint	rights	of	survivorship	with	each	other,	and	any	trusts,	529	Plans	or	Uniform	Gifts	to	Minors	Accounts	established	for	the	benefit	of	Becky	Bedo.		Churchill	Financial	Partners,	advisors	to	Mr.	and	Mrs.	Bedo,	is	responsible	for	coordinating	updates	to	the	Investment	Policy,	including	input	from	the	Bedos	designated	tax	and	legal	advisors.		Churchill	Financial	Partners	is	also	responsible	for	monitoring	application	of	the	Investment	Policy	Statement	and	shall	promptly	notify	Tyler	and	Mia	Bedo	of	the	need	for	updates	to	the	Policy	and/or	violations	of	the	Policy	in	implementation.		Tyler	and	Mia	shall	be	responsible	for	approving	the	Investment	Policy	Statement	and	all	subsequent	revisions	to	it.		Churchill	Financial	Partners	acts	as	a	fiduciary	in	its	capacity	as	adviser	to	the	Bedo	Family	and	acknowledges	that	all	advice	and	decisions	rendered	must	reflect	first	and	foremost	the	best	interest	of	its	clients.			Churchill	Financial	Partners,	as	investment	advisers	to	Tyler	and	Mia	Bedo,	is	responsible	for	monitoring	investment	risks	and	reporting	them	in	the	agreed	upon	reporting	format.		Pershing	will	provide	custody	services	and	is	responsible	for	rendering	a	monthly	financial	report	for	the	Bedos.		The	Pershing	report	shall	be	considered	the	official	record	for	the	Bedos	accounts	and	shall	be	the	basis	for	the	risk	review	to	be	performed	by	Churchill	Financial	Partners.		Tyler	and	Mia	Bedo	are	responsible	for	approval	of	the	Investment	Policy	and	any	subsequent	changes	to	it.	In	their	capacity	as	counselors	to	the	Bedos,	Churchill	Financial	Partners	shall	counsel	the	Bedos	as	to	development	of	the	Investment	Policy,	suggest	appropriate	revisions	to	the	Policy	on	an	ongoing	basis,	and	monitor	and	report	results	achieved	through	implementation	of	the	Policy	on	no	less	than	a	monthly	basis.			At	least	annually,	Churchill	Financial	Partners	shall	review	the	asset	allocation	of	the	Bedo	family	investment	accounts	and	suggest	revisions	for	final	approval	by	Tyler	and	Mia	Bedo.		It	shall	consider	the	proportions	of	investments	in	cash	equivalents,	municipal	securities,	U.S.	fixed-income	obligations,	U.S.	large-capitalization	equities,	U.S.	mid-capitalization	equities,	U.S.	small-capitalization	equities	and	Internationally	based	equities.		Churchill	Financial	Partners	shall	consider	expected	returns	and	correlations	of	returns	for	a	broad	representation	of	asset	classes	in	the	U.S.	capital	markets	and	consider	anticipated	changes	in	the	rate	of	inflation	and	changes	in	marginal	tax	rates.		
	29	(CFA	Institute,	2010)	
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Rate of Return 
Standard 
Deviation 
Beta (indexed to 
S&P 500)* 
Conservative 5.25% 3.70% < 7.0 < 0.04 
Moderately Conservative 7.75% 5.40% < 9.0 < 0.80 
Moderately Aggressive 10.00% 7.00% < 13.0 0.80 < 1.00 
Aggressive 12.14% 8.50% > 13.0 >1.00 	 	 	*	Some	funds/portfolios	may	measure	Beta	based	on	an	appropriate	benchmark	other	than	the	S&P	500.		Tyler	and	Mia	Bedo	acknowledge	that	they	have	participated	in	the	risk	tolerance	profile	assessment	provided	by	Churchill	Financial	Partners.		The	results	of	this	profile	identify	the	family	as	overall	aligning	with	a	Moderate	to	lower	level	of	financial	risk	tolerance	with	Tyler	leaning	more	Conservative	and	Mia	leaning	more	Moderately	Aggressive.		The	Bedos	are	in	agreement	on	basing	each	separate	investment	objective	with	its	own	risk	and	reward	parameters	as	opposed	to	an	overall	investment	philosophy.		The	investment	program	governed	by	this	Investment	Policy	Statement	is	intended	to	satisfy	three	non-retirement	goals:				 1)	Establishing	an	emergency	fund	with	a	required	growth	rate	equal	to	or	greater		 than	inflation,	currently	assumed	at	3%,	within	a	Conservative	portfolio.		 This	portfolio	may	invest	in	U.S.	money	markets,	U.S.	municipal	money	markets,	U.S.	fixed-income	securities,	and	U.S.	large-cap	equity.			The	following	benchmarks	have	been	selected	for	comparison	with	each	asset	class:	Treasury	bills,	Treasury	coupon	bonds,	Investment-grade	corporate	coupon	bonds,	and	U.S.	large-cap	equity30.		Special	consideration	should	be	given	to	the	impact	of	taxes.				
	30	(Grable,	2016)	
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	 2)	Establishing	an	education	fund,	in	a	529	plan,	with	a	required	before-tax	growth		 rate	of	10.00%,	within	a	Moderately	Aggressive	portfolio.		 This	portfolio	may	invest	in	U.S.	money	markets,	U.S.	fixed-income	securities,	U.S.	large-cap	equity,	U.S.	mid-cap	equity,	U.S.	small-cap	equity	and	International	equity.			The	following	benchmarks	have	been	selected	for	comparison	with	each	asset	class:	Treasury	bills,	Treasury	coupon	bonds,	Investment-grade	corporate	coupon	bonds,	U.S.	large-cap	equity,	U.S.	small-cap	equity,	Developed	international	equity31.	A	Custom	index	is	used	to	benchmark	U.S.	mid-cap	equity.				 3)	Establish	an	art	fund	in	non-retirement	accounts,	with	a	required	before-tax		 growth	rate	of	8.0%,	within	a	Moderately	Aggressive	portfolio.		 This	portfolio	may	invest	in	U.S.	money	market,	U.S.	fixed-income	securities,	U.S.	large-cap	equity,	U.S.	mid-cap	equity,	U.S.	small-cap	equity	and	International	equities.			The	following	benchmarks	have	been	selected	for	comparison	with	each	asset	class:	Treasury	bills,	Treasury	coupon	bonds,	Investment-grade	corporate	coupon	bonds,	U.S.	large-cap	equity,	U.S.	small-cap	equity,	and	Developed	international	equity32.	A	Custom	index	is	used	to	benchmark	U.S.	mid-cap	equity.			 	 This	portfolio	may	deviate	slightly	from	the	investment	policy	statement	in			 	 order	to	minimize	current	year	tax	liabilities.		Over	the	next	two	to	three			 	 years	this	portfolio	should	be	gradually	reallocated	to	meet	the	IPS		 		 	 parameters.		On	the	first	business	day	of	each	new	quarter,	the	Bedo	family	accounts	shall	be	rebalanced	in	order	to	return	the	accounts	to	their	target	allocations.		Churchill	Financial	Partners	will	provide	the	Bedos	with	a	quarterly	report	that	summarizes	the	performance	of	each	investment	manager,	each	asset	class,	and	the	portfolio	in	its	entirety.						
	31	(Grable,	2016)	32	(Grable,	2016)	
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In	addition	to	performance	reporting,	Churchill	Financial	Partners	shall	report	the	following	return/risk	metrics	on	a	quarterly	basis:			 1. Risk,	or	variability,	calculated	as	the	annualized	Standard	Deviation		2. Beta,	which	is	the	volatility	relative	the	securities	market	benchmark	3. Sharpe	Ratio,	which	measure	a	portfolio’s	risk	adjusted	performance	4. Information	Ratio,	which	estimates	a	portfolio’s	excess	return	generated	by	active	management	compared	to	standard	deviation		Although	such	quarterly	reports	are	essential	for	monitoring	purposes,	evaluation	of	relative	success	in	achieving	investment	objectives	will	be	on	a	rolling	eight-quarter	basis.		By	the	signatures	below,	Tyler	and	Mia	Bedo	acknowledge	both	receipt	of	this	document	and	acceptance	of	its	contents.				Understood	and	Agreed	to	by:			 _____________________________________________________		 	 		 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 _____________________________________________________				 	 This			_________________________________________________	,	____________________			And,		Understood	and	Agreed	to	by:			 _____________________________________________________		 	 		 	 	 	 	 Churchill	Financial	Partners				 	 This			_________________________________________________	,	____________________		 	
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Value @ 67 
Reduction 
for age 65 
Future 
Value @ 65 
Reduction 
for age 62 
Future 
Value @ 62 
Tyler $2,200 $4,606 10% $4,146 30% $3,224 





















 $135,196  85% 62  $207,552   $         145,995   $3,482,161  -$1,137,962  
 $135,196  85% 65  $226,798   $         147,653   $3,294,981  -$252,902  
 $135,196  85% 67  $240,610   $         152,671   $3,242,015    
 $135,196  75% 62  $183,134   $         121,577   $2,899,762  -$555,563  
 $135,196  75% 65  $200,116   $         120,971   $2,699,554   $342,526  
 $135,196  75% 67  $212,303   $         124,364   $2,640,907    
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401K Consumer $2,054 $- $69,000 
14.38% 1.26% 1.58% 0.08 $496,045 $650,457 
Graham $2,054 $2,054 $134,000 27.93% 0.59% 3.35% 0.02 $458,961 $541,635 
IRA CD $- $- $52,000 10.84% 0.50% 0.00% 0.00 $103,469 $114,718 
        
    
  
Mia 
401k Rocket $3,250 $975 $15,250 3.18% 2.01% 0.70% 0.03 $668,390 $1,016,778 
IRA Ruth $- $- $32,500 6.77% 0.69% 0.33% 0.05 $83,006 $95,542 
IRA CD $- $- $52,000 10.84% 0.50% 0.00% 0.00 $103,469 $114,718 
NQ Potsdam  $3,000 $- $125,000 26.06% 0.72% 0.00% 0.00 $430,860 $508,232 
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Retirement Income Recommendations 		
We	recommend	that	you	consolidate	your	retirement	accounts	to	simplify	
management	and	review	of	their	progress.	Specifically	we	recommend	that:		 1. Tyler	initiate	a	direct	rollover/transfer	of	his	IRA	CD	into	his	employer’s	401K.	2. Mia	initiate	a	direct	rollover/transfer	of	her	IRA	CD	into	her	employer’s	401K.		3. Mia	initiate	a	direct	rollover/transfer	of	her	IRA	–	Ruth	Fund	into	her	employer’s	401K.		It	is	critically	important	that	these	rollovers/transfers	are	processed	from	custodian	to	custodian	and	that	these	funds	are	not	paid	directly	to	you.		We	will	assist	you	in	executing	this	process.		
We	then	recommend	the	following	Moderately	Conservative	portfolio	for	both	Tyler	and	Mia’s	401K	plans.		
 

















Growth Fund 25% Large Cap 10.20% 0.90 15.00% 0.75 2.55% 3.75% 0.19 
Acquisitions Fund 25% Mid-cap 7.50% 0.20 5.20% 0.06 1.88% 1.30% 0.02 
Ely Fund 15% Govt Bond 6.10% 0.92 6.05% 0.93 0.92% 0.91% 0.14 
International Fund 15% Intl 10.00% 0.50 11.20% 0.22 1.500% 1.68% 0.03 
Rocket Fund 5% Small Cap 14.00% 0.75 22.00% 0.83 0.700% 1.100% 0.04 
Money Market Account 15% Deposit Acct 3.00% 0 0% 0.00 0.45% 0.00% 0.00 




Growth Fund 25% Large Cap 10.20% 0.90 15.00% 0.75 2.55% 3.75% 0.19 
Acquisitions Fund 25% Mid-cap 7.50% 0.20 5.20% 0.06 1.88% 1.30% 0.02 
Ely Fund 15% Govt Bond 6.10% 0.92 6.05% 0.93 0.92% 0.91% 0.14 
International Fund 15% Intl 10.00% 0.50 11.20% 0.22 1.500% 1.68% 0.03 
Rocket Fund 5% Small Cap 14.00% 0.75 22.00% 0.83 0.700% 1.100% 0.04 
Money Market Account 15% Deposit Acct 3.00% 0 0% 0.00 0.45% 0.00% 0.00 

































62 85%  $3,482,161   $3,709,704  62 85%  $3,482,161   $3,421,766  
75%  $2,899,762   $3,709,704  75%  $2,899,762   $3,421,766  
65 85%  $3,294,981   $4,820,799  65 85%  $3,294,981   $4,427,734  
75%  $2,699,554   $4,820,799  75%  $2,699,554   $4,427,734  























62 85%  $3,482,161   $3,133,829  62 85%  $3,482,161   $2,845,891  
75%  $2,899,762   $3,133,829  75%  $2,899,762   $2,845,891  
65 85%  $3,294,981   $4,034,670  65 85%  $3,294,981   $3,641,605  
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Retirement Portfolio Summary 	
 





w/ Equity  
Market 
Standard 




















Growth Fund Large Cap 10.20% 0.90 15.00% 0.75 25% 2.55% 3.75% 0.19  $63,750   $4,279.16      
Acquisitions Fund Mid-cap 7.50% 0.20 5.20% 0.06 25% 1.88% 1.30% 0.02  $63,750   $4,279.16     
Ely Fund Govt Bond 6.10% 0.92 6.05% 0.93 15% 0.92% 0.91% 0.14  $38,250   $2,567.50     
International Fund Intl 10.00% 0.50 11.20% 0.22 15% 1.500% 1.68% 0.03  $38,250   $2,567.50     
Rocket Fund Small Cap 14.00% 0.75 22.00% 0.83 5% 0.700% 1.100% 0.04  $12,750   $855.83     
Money Mkt  Deposit  3.00% 0 0% 0.00 15% 0.45% 0.00% 0.00  $38,250   $2,567.50     
25%               100% 7.99% 8.74% 0.42  $255,000   $17,117   $2,162,653   $2,826,799  
Mia's 
401K 
Growth Fund Large Cap 10.20% 0.90 15.00% 0.75 25% 2.55% 3.75% 0.19  $24,938   $2,031      
Acquisitions Fund Mid-cap 7.50% 0.20 5.20% 0.06 25% 1.88% 1.30% 0.02  $24,938   $2,031      
Ely Fund Govt Bond 6.10% 0.92 6.05% 0.93 15% 0.92% 0.91% 0.14  $14,963   $1,219      
International Fund Intl 10.00% 0.50 11.20% 0.22 15% 1.500% 1.68% 0.03  $14,963   $1,219      
Rocket Fund Small Cap 14.00% 0.75 22.00% 0.83 5% 0.700% 1.100% 0.04  $4,988   $406      
Money Mkt  Deposit  3.00% 0 0% 0.00 15% 0.45% 0.00% 0.00  $14,963   $1,219      
25%               100% 7.99% 8.74% 0.42 $99,750 $8,124  $927,451   $1,216,995  
NQ Potsdam Annuity   5.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 100% 5.00% 0 0  $125,000   $-     $331,662   $383,940  		
    
Expected Before-tax 
Total Rate of Return 
Estimated Target After-
tax Total Rate of Return Standard Deviation 
Beta (indexed to    
S&P 500) 
Conservative 5.25% 3.70% < 7.0 < 0.04 
Mod. Conservative 7.75% 5.40% < 9.0 < 0.80 
Mod. Aggressive 10.00% 7.00% < 13.0 0.80 < 1.00 
Aggressive 12.14% 8.50% > 13.0 >1.00 
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Your	gross	estate(s)	will	not	to	trigger	a	federal	estate	tax	liability	and	you	will	not	
incur	any	inheritance	taxes	from	the	state	of	Missouri.		These	laws	will	undoubtedly	change	over	the	course	of	your	lifetimes	and	will	be	routinely	revisited.				The	following	chart	is	a	listing	of	your	existing	assets,	how	they	contribute	to	your	individual	adjusted	gross	estates,	and	to	whom	they	would	transfer	if	each	of	you	were	to	pass	away	soon:			
Estate Inventory - Before Financial Plan Implementation 
Item Value to Tyler 
Value to 
Mia 
In the event of single 
death, asset transfer to: 
In the event of simultaneous death, 
assets transfer to:  
Checking Account(s) $4,250 $4,250 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Savings Account $5,000 $5,000 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Money Market  $5,000 $5,000 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
401(k) - Tyler $203,000  Mia To be determined by probate 
401(k) - Mia  $15,250 Tyler To be determined by probate 
IRA - Tyler $52,000  Unknown To be determined by probate 
IRA - Mia  $84,500 Unknown To be determined by probate 
Fixed Annuity - Mia  $125,000 Unknown To be determined by probate 
Misc. EE Bonds $12,500 $12,500 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Haley G&I Fund $34,500 $34,500 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Konza Fund $21,500 $21,500 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Ruth Fund $6,500 $6,500 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Sagebrush Fund $4,000 $4,000 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Residence $125,000 $125,000 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Autos $17,750 $17,750 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Boat $2,900 $2,900 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Furnishings $22,500 $22,500 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Golf Equip & Collectables $6,250 $6,250 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Jewelry $5,000 $5,000 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Yard Equipment $4,000 $4,000 Joint Owner To be determined by probate 
Add Life Insurance Benefit:      
Life Insurance - Tyler $168,467  Mia To be determined by probate 
Life Insurance - Mia  $229,984 Tyler To be determined by probate 
Less Estate Liabilities:         
Credit Cards $2,750 $2,750    
Auto Loans $5,198 $5,198    
Mortgage $65,166 $65,166    
Less Estate Settlement:      
Final Medical Expense $1,500 $1,500    
Funeral Expense $9,000 $9,000    
Estate Administration $13,500 $13,500     
Adjusted Gross Estate $603,002 $634,270   				
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All	of	that	being	said,	by	implementing	the	financial	plan	we’ve	presented	to	you,	your	combined	adjusted	gross	estate(s)	will	immediately	increase	by	more	than	$1.7	million,	largely	due	to	the	additional	life	insurance	benefits.		Also,	the	process	in	which	we	will	be	helping	you	to	realign	your	many	different	bank	accounts,	investment	accounts,	insurance	policies,	etc.,	is	an	opportune	time	to	make	critical	updates	to	your	beneficiary	designations	in	accordance	with	your	overall	estate	plan.			
Estate Inventory - After Financial Plan Implementation 
Item Value to Tyler Value to Mia 
Estate Assets:     
Checking Account $5,500 $5,500 
401K Plan - Tyler $255,000  
401K Plan - Mia  $99,750 
NQ Annuity  $125,000 
529 Plan $6,404 $6,404 
Emergency Fund $29,425 $29,425 
Art Fund $30,370 $30,370 
Residence $125,000 $125,000 
Autos $17,750 $17,750 
Boat $2,900 $2,900 
Furnishings $22,500 $22,500 
Golf Equip & Collectables $6,250 $6,250 
Jewelry $5,000 $5,000 
Yard Equipment $4,000 $4,000 
Add Life Insurance Benefit:   
Life Insurance - Tyler $1,568,467  
Life Insurance - Mia  $629,984 
Less Estate Liabilities:     
Auto Loans $5,198 $5,198 
Mortgage $65,166 $65,166 
Less Estate Settlement:   
Final Medical Expense $1,500 $1,500 
Funeral Expense $9,000 $9,000 
Estate Administration $13,500 $13,500 
Adjusted Gross Estate  $1,984,200   $1,015,468  	
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3. Update	your	beneficiaries	on	all	of	your	accounts.		Your	assets	that	are	titled	as	joint	tenancy	with	right	of	survivorship	(JTWROS)	will	transfer	automatically.		The	challenge	arises	on	accounts	where	no	beneficiary	is	listed	(such	as	your	IRAs	and	annuity),	or	in	the	event	of	your	simultaneous	deaths.		Some	assets	you’ll	find	that	traditional	“beneficiary	forms”	are	not	available.	Fortunately	the	state	of	Missouri	allows	“Transfer-on	death”	instructions	for	bank	accounts,	securities	accounts,	vehicle	registrations	and	real	estate	deeds40.		The	chart	below	provides	an	example	of	how	you	may	decide	to	title	your	accounts	and	designate	your	beneficiaries:		
Estate Assets Current Owner 
In the event of single death, 
asset transfers to: 
In the event of simultaneous death, asset 
transfers via:  
Checking Account(s) JTWROS Joint Owner Payable on Death from:  TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
401K Plan - Tyler Tyler Primary Beneficiary: Mia Contingent Beneficiary: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
401K Plan - Mia Mia Primary Beneficiary: Tyler Contingent Beneficiary: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
NQ Annuity Mia Primary Beneficiary: Tyler Contingent Beneficiary: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
529 Plan Tyler Successor Owner: Mia Provision of will 
Emergency Fund JTWROS Joint Owner Transfer-on-death form: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
Art Fund JTWROS Joint Owner Transfer-on-death form: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
Residence JTWROS Joint Owner Transfer-on-death deed: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
Autos JTWROS Joint Owner Transfer-on-death registration: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
Boat JTWROS Joint Owner Transfer-on-death registration: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
Furnishings JTWROS Joint Owner Provision of will 
Golf Equip & 
Collectables JTWROS Joint Owner Provision of will 
Jewelry JTWROS Joint Owner Provision of will 
Yard Equipment JTWROS Joint Owner Provision of will 
Life Insurance - Tyler Tyler Primary Beneficiary: Mia Contingent Beneficiary: TBD - (Testamentary Trust or Living Trust) 
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Life and Disability Insurance 		
8. Purchase	two	twenty-year	term	insurance	policies,	one	for	Tyler	and	one	for	Mia.		Tyler’s	policy	should	have	a	face	amount	of	$1.5M	while	Mia	should	apply	for	at	least	$250K.		
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9. Apply	for	an	“own	occupation”	policy	to	provide	at	least	$3,109	per	month	for	
Tyler.	If	you	suffered	a	physical	injury	where	you	could	not	swing	a	golf	club,	or	walk	a	golf	course,	it	could	endanger	your	profession.			
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2017 Pro Forma Statement of Cash Flows 	
2017 – Projected Income   
Salary $ Annual   
Tyler $70,520.58   
Mia $33,470.88   
Bonus/Commissions     
Tyler $35,260.29   
Unearned Income     
Dividends $3,029.68   
Sale of Investments $17,605.00   
Total Income $159,886.43   
2017 – Projected Fixed Expenses  2017 – Projected Discretionary Expenses 
Tax Withholding $ Annual Home $ Annual 
Federal Income Tax - Tyler $8,763.18 Cable/Sat./Stream $618.00 
State Income Tax - Tyler $3,608.85 Internet $0.00 
FICA - Tyler $8,092.24 Other / Yard $412.00 
Federal Income Tax - Mia $2,772.82    
State Income Tax - Mia $1,141.90 Personal   
FICA - Mia $2,560.52 Auto Maintenance/Oil $1,545.00 
 Federal Tax on Investment Gains $2,525.00 Groceries $5,253.00 
State Tax on Investment Gains $631.25 Clothing $2,884.00 
Salary Reduction   Personal Care $1,236.00 
Health Insurance $3,708.00 Entertainment $2,781.00 
401(k) Tyler $17,630.14 Recreation $2,781.00 
401(k) Mia $8,367.72 Dining Out $3,399.00 
Flex Spending $1,080.00 Travel $3,090.00 
Debt Repayment   Holiday Giving $1,854.00 
Mortgage $13,056.00 Donations $5,974.00 
Auto Payments $5,412.00 Subscriptions $988.80 
Credit Cards $5,500.00 Golf/Health Club Fees $1,854.00 
Insurance   Housekeeper $988.80 
Life Insurance $3,441.60  Bank Fees  $123.60 
Disability Insurance $982.68 Pet Care $432.60 
Home Owners Insurance $1,352.00 Tax Prep Fees $412.00 
Auto Insurance $1,118.00 Financial Planning Fees $5,000.00 
Umbrella Insurance $225.00 Golf Lessons $2,500.00 
Personal Articles Floater $250.00 Will Preparation $500.00 
Boat Insurance $146.00     
Home   Savings/Investments   
Utilities $4,326.00 Reinvested dividends $3,029.68 
Phone $1,545.00     
Improvements/Maintenance $1,854.00    
Property Tax $1,742.00    
Vehicle Registration $450.00     
Medical       
Co-Pays/Deductible N/A     
Prescriptions N/A     
Dental & Eye Care N/A     
Total Fixed Expenses $102,281.90 Total Discretionary Expense $47,656.48 
        
Total Income $159,886.43     
Total Expenses $149,938.39 Net Cash Flow $9,948.04 
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2017 Pro Forma Statement of Financial Position 		
Projected Assets (as of 12/31/2017)   
Current Assets     
Checking Account(s)  $18,448    
Total Current Assets  $18,448    
      
Insurance Assets     
Life Insurance Cash Value - Tyler  $9,650    
Life Insurance Cash Value - Mia  $9,199    
Total Insurance Assets  $18,849  Projected Liabilities (as of 12/31/2017) 
Retirement Assets   Current Liabilities   
401(k) - Tyler  $293,961  Credit Card Debt  $-    
401(k) - Mia  $116,622  Total Current Liabilities  $-    
Fixed Annuity - Mia  $131,250     
Total Retirement Assets  $541,833  Long-Term Liabilities   
Non-Retirement Assets   Auto Loan(s)  $4,984.41  
529 Plan  $44,896  Mortgage  $127,363.60  
Emergency Fund  $62,199      
Art Fund  $66,272  Total Long-Term Liabilities  $132,348  
Total Non-Retirement Assets  $173,367     
Use Assets      
Residence  $260,000     
Autos  $35,500     
Boat  $5,800     
Furnishings  $45,000     
Golf Equipment & Collectables  $12,500     
Jewelry  $10,000     
Yard Equipment  $8,000     
Total Use Assets  $376,800     
       
Total Assets  $1,129,297  Total Liabilities  $132,348  
Net Worth $  996,948 		 	
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Appendix – Income Tax Data 	
Taxable Income Estimation 
Salary  $ Annual  
Tyler  $68,466.58  
Mia  $32,496.00  
Bonus/Commissions   
Tyler  $34,233.30  
Unearned Income   
Interest  $300.00  
Dividends  $3,543.21  
Total Income  $139,039.09  
Gross Wages  $135,195.88  
less: 401(k) Tyler  $4,107.99  
less: 401(k) Mia  $3,249.60  
less: Health Insurance  $3,600.00  
less: Group Disability Insurance  $300.00  
add: Imputed Income (Group Life)  $118.20  
Taxable Wages  $124,056.49  
FICA Wages  $135,314.08  	 										 	
Imputed Income  
Tyler  Mia  
 $68,467    $32,496  Salary 
1  4 x Salary Benefit 
 $68,467    $129,984  Group Life Benefit 
-$50,000    -$50,000    
 $18,467    $79,984    
       
 $18,500    $80,000  Round-up 
1.2  1.2 IRS factor 
 $22.20     $96.00    
   $118.20     
Tax Withholding 
Federal Income Tax - Tyler  $18,668.00  
State Income Tax - Tyler  $4,862.00  
FICA - Tyler  $7,800.00  
Federal Income Tax - Mia  $3,510.00  
State Income Tax - Mia  $1,404.00  
FICA - Mia  $2,486.04  
Total Federal Withholding  $22,178.00  
Total State Withholding  $6,266.00  
Total FICA Withholding  $10,286.04  
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Payments Balance 12/15  Total Return  
Current 
Yield Dividends 
Haley Fund  $69,000  8.00% 12 0.67% -250 $60,819  $5,181  3.20%  $2,072.47  
Konza Fund  $43,000  9.20% 12 0.77% 0 $39,234  $3,766  1.75%  $716.30  
Ruth Fund  $13,000  4.80% 12 0.40% -250 $9,457  $543  4.00%  $452.67  
Sagebrush Fund  $8,000  11.20% 12 0.93% -250 $4,304  $696  0.50%  $31.07  
Money Market  $10,000  3.00% 12 0.25% -150 $7,929  $271  3.00%  $270.70  
       Estimated Dividends $3,543.21 			
FICA Tax - Tyler Only   FICA Tax - Mia Only   
Wage Base   $102,722.08    Wage Base   $32,592.00    
Social Security Tax 6.20%  $6,368.77  Social Security Tax 6.20%  $2,020.70  
Medicare Tax 1.45%  $1,489.47  Medicare Tax 1.45%  $472.58  
Combined FICA Tax   $7,858.24  Combined FICA Tax  $2,493.29  
FICA Withholding   $7,800.00  FICA Withholding   $2,486.04  
FICA Shortage   -$58.24  FICA Shortage   -$7.25  	
FICA Tax - Combined     
Wage Base   $135,314.08    
Social Security Tax 6.20%  $8,389.47  
Medicare Tax 1.45%  $1,962.05  
Combined FICA Tax   $10,351.53  
FICA Withholding   $10,286.04  
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Appendix – Insurance Need Analysis Data - Tyler 	
Human Life Value 
Gross income  $102,699.88        
Taxes  $31,330.00        
Support Amount  $71,369.88        
Years to retire 20       
Tax free ROR 5.40%       
Growth 3.00%       
         
PVA =  $71,369.88  * 1 - 103.00% Power =20 
  2.40%    105.40% Power =20 
         
   $2,973,745.00  * 1 - 1.806111235   
      2.86293981   
         
   $2,973,745.00  * 1 - 0.630858961   
         
   $2,973,745.00  * 0.369141039     
         
   $1,097,731.32            
Capital Retention Approach 
Gross income  $102,699.88        
Tax free ROR 5.40%       
         
         
PVP  $1,901,849.63            
Income Retention Approach 
Netincome  $67,853.88  * 1 - 1   
Tax free ROR 5.40%    105.40% Power=20 
         
   $1,256,553.33  * 1 - 1   
      2.86293981   
         
   $1,256,553.33  * 1 - 0.349291311   
         
   $1,256,553.33  * 0.650708689     
         
   $817,650.17            
Income Multiplier 
   $102,699.88  * 12     
         
   $1,232,398.56            	 	
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Appendix – Insurance Need Analysis Data – Mia 	
Human Life Value 
Gross income  $32,496.00        
Taxes  $7,400.00        
Support Amount  $25,096.00        
Years to retire 20       
Tax free ROR 5.40%       
Growth 3.00%       
         
PVA =  $25,096.00  * 1 - 103.00% Power =20 
  2.40%    105.40% Power =20 
         
   $1,045,666.67  * 1 - 1.806111235   
      2.86293981   
         
   $1,045,666.67  * 1 - 0.630858961   
         
   $1,045,666.67  * 0.369141039     
         
   $385,998.48           
Capital Retention Approach 
Gross income  $32,496.00        
Tax free ROR 5.40%       
         
         
PVP  $601,777.78           
Income Retention Approach 
Net income  $5,992.00  * 1 - 1   
Tax free ROR 5.40%    105.40% Power=20 
         
   $110,962.96  * 1 - 1   
      2.86293981   
         
   $110,962.96  * 1 - 0.349291311   
         
   $110,962.96  * 0.650708689     
         
   $72,204.56           
Income Multiplier 
   $32,496.00  * 12     
         
   $389,952.00           
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Appendix – Insurance Need Based Analysis – Both 	
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Appendix – Education Funding Data 	
Education Assumptions       
Becky's Age 5       
Becky's Age YR1 of 
College 18 
 
    
 
Current Annual Tuition $20,000       
Annual Inflation 
Amount (g) 5% 
 
    
 
Portfolio Growth rate 
(i) 10% 
 
    
 
Years to College 13       
        
Projected 1st Year 
cost $37,712.98 
 
    
 
Total Cost of needed at start of college 
37712.98 * 1- 1.05 Power 4 * 1.1 
5%    1.10 Power 4    
         
754260 * 1- 1.21550625   * 1.1 
    1.46      
         
754260 * 1- 0.830207124   * 1.1 
         
754260 *  0.169792876   * 1.1 
         
 $140,874.71          
Total Cost of Education Today 
 $140,874.71                
1.1 Power  13      
         
 $140,874.71          
3.452271214         
Lump Sum Required 
 $40,806.38          
Systematic payment 
 $40,806.38  * 0.05         
1-   1.05 Power 13    
   1.10 Power 13    
         
 $2,040.32           
1-   1.885649142      
   3.452271      
         
 $2,040.32          
0.453794611         
         




          
Lump Sum and Annual Contribution 
 $25,000.00  PV             
 $140,874.71  FV        
10% i        
12 n 
Contributions to begin 
next year    
 
  
$2,918.69               
Lump Sum Deposit  $40,806.38         
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 $7,753.21  19% 
Acquisitions 
Fund Mid-cap 7.50% 0.06 5.20% 1.43% 0.0115 0.9880% 
 
$10,201.60  25% 
Growth 
Fund Large Cap 10.20% 0.75 15.00% 2.55% 0.1875 3.7500% 
 $8,161.28  20% Konza Fund Mid-cap 9.20% 0.69 13.00% 1.84% 0.1375 2.6000% 
 $6,120.96  15% Rocket Fund Small cap 14.00% 0.83 22.00% 2.10% 0.1238 3.3000% 
 $8,569.34  21% 
International 
Fund International 10.00% 0.22 11.20% 2.10% 0.0470 2.3520% 
 
$40,806.38  100%           10.02% 0.5072 12.99% 
          
Partial Deposit (EE Bonds Only)  $25,000.00        











 $4,750.00  19% 
Acquisitions 
Fund Mid-cap 7.50% 0.06 5.20% 1.43% 0.0115 0.9880% 
 $6,250.00  25% 
Growth 
Fund Large Cap 10.20% 0.75 15.00% 2.55% 0.1875 3.7500% 
 $5,000.00  20% Konza Fund Mid-cap 9.20% 0.69 13.00% 1.84% 0.1375 2.6000% 
 $3,750.00  15% Rocket Fund Small cap 14.00% 0.83 22.00% 2.10% 0.1238 3.3000% 
 $5,250.00  21% 
International 
Fund International 10.00% 0.22 11.20% 2.10% 0.0470 2.3520% 
 
$25,000.00  100%           10.02% 0.5072 12.99% 	
Taxes Due on EE Bonds 
25,000  FV    
3.50% i   
12  N    
0% PMT   
-16,545 Issued Amount (PV)   
8,455 Interest Earned   
0.3866 IRS factor (Form 8815 Line 12) 
3,268.86 Taxable portion of interest 
25% Federal tax rate 
$817 Tax Liability   	
Taxes Due on Mutual Funds Withdrawal 
    
Haley G&I  $7,645.00  
   $7,645.00  
% that's basis 50% 
Taxable Gain  $3,822.50  
Ordinary Income Tax Rate 30% 
Tax Liability  $1,146.75  			 	
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Appendix – Non-Retirement Investments Data 	




w/ Equity   
Market 
Standard 
Deviation Beta Yield 
Rocket Fund Small Cap 14.00% 0.75 22.00% 0.83 0.00% 
Sagebrush Fund Small Cap 11.20% 0.80 21.00% 0.84 0.50% 
Growth Fund Large Cap 10.20% 0.90 15.00% 0.75 2.00% 
International Fund Intl 10.00% 0.50 11.20% 0.22 2.00% 
Konza Fund Mid-cap 9.20% 0.91 13.00% 0.69 2.00% 
Value Fund Large Cap 9.00% 0.95 12.00% 0.63 3.00% 
Consumer Fund Small Cap 8.75% 0.99 11.00% 0.54 2.50% 
Eastside Fun Mid-cap 8.40% 0.92 10.00% 0.53 2.00% 
Haley G&I Fund Large Cap 8.00% 0.90 10.00% 0.50 3.20% 
Graham Fund Real Assets 4.10% 0.10 12.00% 0.07 2.00% 
Acquisitions Fund Mid-cap 7.50% 0.20 5.20% 0.06 4.00% 







Deviation Beta Yield 
Companion Fund High Yield 7.00% 0.8 13.00% 0.87 6.10% 
Ely Fund Govt Bond 6.10% 0.92 6.05% 0.93 6.00% 
State Fund Govt Bond 5.70% 0.75 6.00% 0.75 4.00% 
Ruth Fund Govt Bond 4.80% 0.85 4.90% 0.69 4.00% 
EE Bonds Govt Bond 3.50%   0.00 3.50% 
Clock Fund Corp Bond 6.00% 0.98 6.20% 0.87 5.40% 
Cardinal Fund Corp Bond 5.20% 0.9 5.10% 0.66 4.80% 
Barrister Fund Money Mkt 3.00% 0 0.00% 0.00 3.00% 
Savings Account Deposit Acct 3.00% 0 0%   3.00% 
Checking Account Deposit Acct 0.00% 0 0%  0.00% 
Money Market Account Deposit Acct 3.00% 0 0%  3.00% 
Missouri Muni Money Mkt Muni Mkt 3.28% 0 0%  2.30% 
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